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1. Introduction

The nonlinear limits of conventional single-mode fibers were well recognized in the nineties during the earlier efforts to scale the peak powers of pulsed fiber lasers. These earlier efforts focused on lowering the NA and optimizing the refractive index profile of optical fibers to increase the effective mode area [1, 2]. The emergence of photonic crystal fibers in the late nineties gave new impetus to the mode area scaling of single-mode optical fibers. The observation of the “endlessly single-mode” nature of photonic crystal fibers (PCF) at small hole sizes in 1996 [3] led to an early realization of the dispersive nature of a photonic crystal cladding [4], which limits the increase of normalized frequency $V$ at short wavelengths. It was quickly realized that the scalability of Maxwell’s equation allows for single-mode operation at a very short wavelengths in a small core to be directly translated into single-mode operation in a large core at longer wavelengths [5]. This led to a rapid progress in scaling of core diameters of single-mode PCF, culminating in the 100μm-core diameter demonstrated in 2006 [6].

The design and fabrication techniques developed for photonic crystal fibers also led to a realization of the potential of optical fibers with more open cladding structures than the closed concentric circles found in conventional optical fibers. It then became possible to design and fabricate leaky waveguides where differential mode losses can be used to control the number of propagation modes. As a consequence, leakage channel fibers (LCF) were proposed and first demonstrated in 2005 [7]. Two years later, single-mode operation in a record core diameter of ~180μm was demonstrated in a LCF [8].

Many other approaches based on conventional fibers were also pioneered during the last decade. One notable example is the chirally coupled core (CCC) fiber [9, 10], which relies on out-coupling of higher-order modes (HOM) to side cores adjacent to the main core. Phase-matching is achieved with the help of angular momentum from the helical side cores, which are formed by spinning the preform during fiber drawing. Another notable example is based on the...
propagation of a higher-order mode in a specially designed multimode fiber [11, 12]. It is argued that perturbations mostly have anti-symmetry in optical fibers and promote mode coupling mostly between modes of opposite symmetries. The mode spacing between a radially symmetric LP0n mode and its nearest neighbor modes with opposite symmetry is, in fact, larger for higher order modes. These higher-order modes are also more resistant to bend-induced mode compression. A special fiber design facilitates the ease of mode conversion to and from the LP0n mode using a long period grating (LPG).

In this chapter, we will give a brief introduction to the key approaches to effective mode area scaling which have shown great promise for future high power fiber lasers. Basic concepts are introduced and the latest developments are also discussed.

2. Photonic crystal fibers

The authors of the paper in 1996 [3] were looking for photonic bandgap guidance in the defect core of the PCF with a core size of ~4.6 μm. The reason for the absence of photonic bandgap guidance in a solid-core PCF with air holes in the cladding only became clear a few years later. To their surprise, they observed very broadband single-mode guidance from 458–1550 nm (extended to 337-1550 nm in [4]). A conventional single-mode step-index optical fiber would become multimode at shorter wavelength. Even more surprising, the diffraction angle of the output beam was smaller at shorter wavelengths, indicating a smaller fiber numerical aperture at short wavelength.

2.1. Fundamental space-filling mode of photonic crystal cladding

In a follow-on paper [4] the initial observation of the “endlessly single-mode” nature of photonic crystal fibers was explained by the dispersive nature of the cladding, which can be viewed as a composite of two materials, i.e. silica and air. The effective refractive index of the composite cladding was identified for the first time as the effective index of the fundamental mode of the composite cladding, referred to as the fundamental space-filling mode (FSM). In the extreme case of conventional optical fibers with an infinite cladding, the effective index of the fundamental space-filling mode becomes the refractive index of the cladding. In PCFs with air holes, the cladding index n_{cl}, i.e. the effective index of the fundamental space-filling mode, is lower than the refractive index of the background glass n_{b} due to the existence of the air holes, i.e. n_{cl}<n_{b}. The core index n_{co} is the same as the index of the background glass, n_{co}=n_{b}. Fundamental optical guidance in PCFs can, therefore, in principle, be understood in a similar way to that in conventional optical fibers (see Figure 1).

This paper [4] established the principle for understanding the basic guidance properties of PCFs. In conventional optical fibers, the refractive indexes of core and cladding are only weakly dependent on wavelength due to material dispersion. This is also expected of the core refractive index of a PCF. The refractive index of the composite photonic crystal cladding, however, behaves very differently. At the long wavelength extreme, i.e. λ→∞, the wavelength is much larger than the air holes and the fundamental space-filling mode will occupy all areas
of the cladding equally. In this case, the refractive index of the FSM can be obtained by averaging the square of the refractive index of the composite photonic crystal cladding, i.e. \( n_{cl}^2 = n_b^2(1-F) + n_{air}^2 F = n_b^2 - F(n_b^2 - n_{air}^2) \) where \( F \) is the area fraction of air; and \( n_{air} \) is the refractive index of air. The effective NA of the PCF for \( \lambda \to \infty \) is, therefore, \( F^{1/2}(n_b^2 - n_{air}^2)^{1/2} \). At the short wavelength extreme, i.e. \( \lambda \to 0 \), the wavelength is much smaller than the pitch of the air holes and the fundamental space-filling mode is mostly in the region with high refractive index, i.e. the background glass. In this case, the cladding index is the refractive index of the background glass \( n_b \). The effective NA of a PCF at \( \lambda \to 0 \) trends to zero. The guidance of a PCF still gets weaker at large \( \lambda \), as in a conventional optical fiber, due to the inverse wavelength dependence of the normalized frequency \( V \). In addition, its guidance also gets weaker at short wavelengths due to the diminishing NA, which also limits the growth of \( V \) and leads to the “endlessly single-mode” nature of the PCFs with small air holes. Guidance of PCF will, therefore, diminish at both long and short wavelength ends, possessing two bend-induced cut-off edges.

2.2. Single mode and multimode regime of photonic crystal fibers

In conventional fibers, a mode is guided when the effective mode index \( n_{eff} \) is between the core and cladding index, i.e. \( n_c > n_{eff} > n_{cl} \). The mode cut-off can be identified when \( n_{eff} = n_{cl} \). The second-order mode cuts off in a step-index fiber at \( V = 2.405 \). In the first reported work on determining the single-mode regime of PCFs with a 1-cell core, i.e. one hole missing at the defect core, by Birks et al [4], a somewhat arbitrary equivalent step-index core radius equaling \( pitch \Lambda \), i.e. center-to-center hole separation, was used to calculate the \( V \) value. Work by Saitoh [13] using a finite element model (FEM) to determine \( n_{FSM} \) and the condition \( n_{eff} = n_{cl} \) to determine the second-order mode cut-off, put the effective step-index core radius to be \( \Lambda^{1/2} \) for a one-cell core. Later work by Saitoh [14] determined the effective step-index core radius to be \( \Lambda \) for a 3-cell core and \( 2^{1/2} \Lambda \) for a 7-cell core.

The optical waveguide equation allows the scaling of all parameters measured in the length scale by the same factor. For PCF, the most convenient scaling factor is \( 1/\Lambda \). The second-order mode cut-off is typically plotted as a normalized wavelength \( \lambda/\Lambda \) versus normalized hole diameter \( d/\Lambda \) plot. This is shown for PCFs with 1-cell, 3-cell and 7-cell core in Figure 2 [14]. For each of the curves, the area above the curve is in the single-mode regime, i.e. the wave-
lengths above the second-order mode cut-off wavelength, and, below it, multimode regime. The “endlessly single-mode” nature of PCFs can be easily identified in Figure 2. When $d/\Lambda < 0.424, 0.165$ and $0.046$ respectively for 1-cell, 3-cell and 7-cell core PCFs, the PCFs will remain in the single-mode regime for all wavelengths. It is worth noting that Figure 2 is for PCFs with infinite cladding. For PCFs with finite cladding, guidance is weaker and the second-order-mode cut-off is expected to happen at slightly shorter wavelengths. The curves in Figure 2 are expected to move downwards slightly. It needs to be noted as discussed earlier, that the PCFs are too weak to guide any light at long and short extremes of wavelength. The critical bend radius at the short wavelength edge is determined to be dependent on pitch $\Lambda$ and wavelength $\lambda$ such that [4]

$$R_c \propto \frac{\lambda^3}{\Lambda^2}$$

The critical bend radius at the short length edge increases in proportion to $1/\lambda^2$ as wavelength decreases. This relation was verified experimentally for the critical bend radius at 3dB excessive bend loss [4]. It comes directly from the dispersive nature of the photonic crystal cladding.

![Figure 2. The second-order mode cut-off determined by $n_{\text{eff}}$ (dots) and $V=2.405$ (solid lines) using core radius $\rho/\Lambda/3^{1/2}, \Lambda$ and $2\Lambda^{1/2}$ respectively for 1-cell, 3-cell and 7-cell cores [14].](image)

### 2.3. Waveguide loss of photonic crystal fibers

PCFs are intrinsically leaky, i.e. there is always a finite waveguide loss for each mode in a PCF with a finite cladding. The waveguide loss can be found by calculating the imaginary part of the effective mode index using a numerical mode solver. When plotting the waveguide loss versus wavelength, the slope is expected to change around cut-off. This can also be used to determine the second-order-mode cut-off. This was done for a 1-cell core PCF [15]. The results are consistent with those in [13].

In conventional optical fibers, the fully enclosed core and cladding boundary ensures that waveguide loss is zero for all guided modes, i.e. those that satisfy the conditions for total
internal reflection at the boundary. For the open structure of PCFs with a finite cladding, all modes are leaky with finite waveguide losses. At the extreme of an infinite number of layers, the waveguide losses are zero. The waveguide losses are lower for larger air holes and can be substantially lowered by increasing the number of air-hole layers. In practice, the waveguide loss can be made below other material and process related losses. By employing appropriate polishing, etching and dehydration processes, a PCF with a loss 0.28dB/km at 1550nm has been demonstrated [16]. For applications in fiber lasers where a length of not more than a few tens of meters is used, the waveguide loss does not present any problem if appropriate designs are used.

2.4. Modeling of photonic crystal fibers

Due to the complexity of the geometrical structures of PCFs, numerical models are typically used to find mode properties including the effective mode index, waveguide loss and effective mode area. For any numerical mode solvers, electric and magnetic fields are described by an expansion series. Eigenvalue equations are then established by requiring the fields to satisfy all boundary conditions. These equations are typically expressed as a set of linear equations, which can be solved for complex effective mode index. The more complex a waveguide design is, the larger is the number of linear equations. The waveguide dispersion can be calculated from the real part of the complex effective mode index. The waveguide loss can be obtained from the imaginary part of the complex effective mode index. Electric and magnetic fields can be calculated once the effective mode index is determined. The most common and flexible numerical mode solver is a finite element mode solver (FEM). This is commercially available from COMSOL (http://www.comsol.com/). A FEM is capable of handling practically any design. It can, however, be computationally very demanding. If only circular boundaries are involved, a Multipole mode solver is a good option [17, 18]. It is based on the decomposition of fields into circular Bessel series, which are the most accurate and efficient method for modeling circular boundaries. For non-commercial research and teaching purposes, it can be downloaded from the University of Sydney website (http://sydney.edu.au/science/physics/cudos/research/mofsoftware.shtml). A plane wave expansion method can also be used. This, however, assumes an infinite cladding and, therefore, cannot determine the waveguide loss.

2.5. Mode area scaling with photonic crystal fibers

The first demonstration of a large-core PCF was performed by Knight et al [5]. The 1-cell PCF with relative hole diameter d/Λ=0.12 and a core diameter of 2ρ=22.5μm, provided robust single-mode guidance at 458nm. According to Figure 2, a 1-cell PCF with d/Λ<0.424 is expected to be single-mode over its entire wavelength range. It is, therefore not surprising that the PCF was single mode at 458nm. The critical bend radius was measured to be 50cm at 458nm and 4cm at 1.55μm [5]. This fiber is expected to have a critical bend radius of ~10cm at 1μm using equation 1.

Considering the wavelength scalability of the waveguide equation, this 1-cell PCF with 2Ω/λ=50 can be scaled by a factor of ~2.2 to a ~50μm core diameter to operate at 1μm. The critical bend radius for this single-mode PCF with 50μm core diameter is expected to be ~1.1m at 1μm.
according to equation (1). A similarly scaled 1-cell PCF with a core diameter of 30μm will have a critical bending radius of ~24cm. This is probably close to the practical limit of coiled single-mode 1-cell PCFs. Above a core diameter of ~40μm, 1-cell single-mode PCF can only be used in a straight configuration in practice. The single-mode operation of PCFs with large core diameters comes at the cost of weak guidance as a result of the diminishing effective NA. This fundamentally limits the use of single-mode PCFs with large cores in coiled configurations. If PCFs are allowed to operate in the few-moded regime, coiled PCFs with slightly larger core diameters are possible. For high average power fiber lasers with outputs exceeding kW, effective thermal management becomes increasingly critical. Long fiber lengths of many meters are required. The constraint of not being able to coil the fibers can become a major issue considering the additional space constraints.

2.6. Rare-earth-doped glass for large-core photonic crystal fibers

The diminishing NA of PCFs with large cores also has additional implications, as realized by the authors of [5]. To fabricate rare-earth-doped large-core PCFs, the core refractive index needs to be accurately controlled at levels far below the very small effective index difference between the core and cladding in order not to disturb the guidance properties of the PCFs. This requires much improved techniques for the fabrication of the active core in large-core PCFs.

The first ytterbium-doped large-core PCF with 15μm core diameter was reported in 2001 at Bath University [19]. The effective mode area at 1μm was ~100μm². The laser operated in single mode with poor efficiency. The key advance was the use of a repeated stack-and-draw process to achieve a uniformly doped core with a refractive index close to silica. Conventional fabrication techniques for rare-earth doped silica fibers result in significant non-uniformity in refractive index across the core as well as a raised refractive index above silica. Due to the weak guidance in large-core PCFs, any index non-uniformity across the core can lead to mode distortion. It also requires the refractive index of the core to be very close to the silica background in PCFs. The authors of [19] fabricated ytterbium-doped glass with low doping levels. The doped glass is surrounded by some undoped silica glass. The glass is stacked and drawn twice before being finally incorporated into the core of a PCF. The resulting PCF has an ytterbium-doped core which consists of 425 original doped glass sections. The dimension of each of the original doped glass sections is much smaller than the wavelength of light and the core of the PCF, therefore, appears to be homogeneous to light at the operating optical wavelength. The doped core is also heavily diluted by the addition of silica glass (90%), leading to an average refractive index close to that of silica [20]. In the same paper, it was pointed out that rare-earth-doped glass with a higher index can be stacked and drawn with undoped glass with a low index to achieve a better match to that of silica background [20].

2.7. Double-clad photonic crystal fibers with high NA air-clad for pump guidance

The concept of a composite air-glass clad with a high air-filling fraction to provide a high NA pump guide in a double-clad fiber was first proposed in 1999 at what was then then Lucent Technologies [21]. The high pump NA can enable a significant improvement in pump coupling
especially from low brightness multimode diode lasers for a given pump waveguide dimension. In conventional double-clad fibers, low-index polymer coatings are typically used to form the pump cladding. The air-clad pump isolates high pump powers from the polymer coatings, leading to potentially improved reliability.

The first such fiber was demonstrated in 2000, where the pump cladding was mostly air except for a single connecting element [22]. The measured pump NA over 1m was below 0.2. The fiber was passive and there was no laser demonstration in this first attempt. The first cladding-pumping demonstration in an active fiber with an air-clad pump guide and a conventional core design was in 2001 at Southampton University [23]. The measured NA of the pump guide with air-cladding was 0.4-0.5. In a separate demonstration from Southampton University later in the same year, a conventional core with a very low NA together with a photonic crystal cladding was used in combination with a pump guide with air-cladding [24]. The core guidance came from a combination of the raised core index and the photonic crystal cladding. Cladding pumping with a low brightness laser diode at 915nm (100μm core with a NA=0.22) was demonstrated with a slope efficiency of 70% relative to the absorbed pump power. The measured pump NA over a short length (~10cm) was 0.3-0.4. NA over much longer fiber length as in a fiber laser is expected to be lower. The first true active double-clad photonic crystal fibers with a pump air-cladding was demonstrated in 2003 with a measured pump NA of 0.8 at 1μm [20].

The theoretical basis for the high NA of optical waveguides formed by air-cladding was established in [25]. It had been understood previously that the effective index of a glass and air composite can be obtained by the effective index of the fundamental space filling mode. An example of high NA air-clad used in double-clad fibers is shown in Figure 3 from [25]. In such air-glass composites, the glass webs can be considered as slab waveguides. The separations between the webs are typically far enough that the webs can be considered as isolated. In this case, the effective index of the glass-air composite cladding can be well approximated by that of the fundamental slab waveguide mode. This can be easily calculated. The resulting pump NA is only dependent on the ratio of the web width w and wavelength λ. This is plotted in Figure 3(c), showing that a small w/λ is critical for high NA.

![Figure 3](http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/58958)

Figure 3. (a) High NA air-clad from [25], (b) close-up of the high NA air-clad, and (c) NA of air-clad waveguide based on slab waveguide model plotted against the ratio of waveguide width w and wavelength λ.
2.8. Progress of active large-core photonic crystal fibers

Since 2003, the group at Friedrich-Schiller-University Jena has been playing a significant role in the development large-mode-area photonic crystal fibers with pump air-clad. In their first work in collaboration with then Crystal Fibre A/S, now NKT Photonics, an ytterbium-doped PCF with effective mode area of $\sim 350\mu m^2$ and mode field diameter (MFD) of $21\mu m$ was demonstrated [26] (see Figure 4). The 3-cell PCF had a hole diameter $d=2\mu m$ and pitch $\Lambda=11.5$, giving an $d/\Lambda=0.18$. The core diameter was $28\mu m$. A relatively small circular area of $9\mu m$ was doped in the 3-cell core. The doped area had a high ytterbium-doping level of $\sim 0.6$ at%. It was further co-doped with aluminum and fluorine to provide an index merely $2\times10^{-4}$ above the silica background. The PCF with the raised index in the doped area was simulated, showing that the fiber guides the second-order mode, which is, however, close to cut-off. The fiber had a $150\mu m$ pump guide with an air clad. The webs in the air clad were $\sim 50\mu m$ long with a thickness of $\sim 390nm$, giving $w/\lambda=0.4$ at 976nm. The measured pump NA was 0.55, slightly below the $NA=0.68$ predicated by the slab model in Figure 3. The fiber had an outer glass diameter of $450\mu m$ and was coated with standard acrylic coating. Due to the high doping level, the fiber has a pump absorption of $\sim 9.6dB/m$ at 976nm. An impressive slope efficiency of 78% was demonstrated with respect to the launched pump power.

In a subsequent paper in 2003 [27], the fiber in [26] and a new fiber with narrower pump air-clad were studied with the FEM for temperature distributions in the fiber at various thermal loads in the core, considering both convective and radiative heat transportation by air at the fiber surface. The results show that, in the case of natural cooling, the thermal transportation is mainly limited by the heat transfer at the fiber surface. The air-clad impedes heat flow, especially when the width of the air clad is large. A narrower pump air-clad is advantageous, especially in actively cooled fiber lasers.

In 2004, the bar was raised in a collaborative work between Friedrich Schiller University Jena and Crystal Fibre A/S [28]. Their 7-cell fiber has an effective area of $\sim 1000\mu m^2$ and MFD of $\sim 35\mu m$ (see Figure 5). Core diameter is $\sim 40\mu m$. Hole diameter $d$ is $1.1\mu m$ and the pitch $\Lambda$ is $12.3\mu m$, giving a $d/\Lambda=0.09$. The fiber has a pump guide diameter of $170\mu m$ and a measured pump NA of 0.62 at 950nm. The pump absorption is $\sim 13dB/m$ at 976nm. The pump air-clad is...
much narrower for more efficient heat diffusion. It is worth noting that the fiber is in the multimode regime for a 7-cell PCF (see Figure 5). This helps to ease bend loss in the weakly guided fiber.

To further mitigate bend loss, a rod-type PCF was developed in 2005 [29] (see Figure 6). The rod had an outer diameter of 1.7mm so that it cannot be bent. A 48cm long length was used in the demonstration. The relative hole diameter was increased to d/Λ=0.33. This reduces bend sensitivity. This larger d/Λ in a 7-cell core PCF, however, puts this fiber firmly in the multimode regime (see Figure 2). The pump guide was reduced to a hexagon with flat-to-flat dimension of 117μm and corner-to-corner dimension of 141μm, similar to earlier fibers. The ytterbium doping level was also increased compared with earlier fibers. The increased doping level and reduced pump guide led to a high pump absorption of ~30dB/m at 976nm. The fiber was used to demonstrate power extraction of ~250W/m.

The rod-type PCF was further developed with the demonstration of a 19-cell PCF with a core diameter of 60μm, effective mode area of ~2000μm² and MFD of 75μm in 2006 [30] (see Figure...
7). The fiber had a d/Λ = 0.19, again firmly in the multimode regime (19-cell PCF not shown in Figure 2). The pump guide was 175μm in diameter. The pump air-clad had a web thickness of 400nm, which was 10μm long. The measured pump NA was 0.6 at 975nm, fairly close to the 0.67 NA predicted by the slab model (see Figure 3). The pump absorption is ~30dB/m at 976nm. The rod diameter is ~1.5mm. A 58cm long fiber was used to demonstrate 55W/m power extraction. In the same paper, a passive 100μm core fiber was also demonstrated. The 19-cell fiber had a d/Λ = 0.2, again in the multimode regime. The effective mode area was ~4500μm² and MFD was ~75μm.

![Figure 7. Microscope-image of the extended-mode-area rod-type photonic crystal fiber, SEM-picture of the micro-structured region and measured near-field intensity profile of the 60μm core fiber [30].](image1)

The demonstration of a 100μm active 19-cell PCF finally came in 2006 [6]. The pump guide had a diameter of 290μm. The rod diameter was 1.5mm. A 90cm long fiber was used to amplify 1ns pulses at 9.6kHz to record peak power of 4.5MW and pulse energy of 4.3mJ with M² = 1.3.

![Figure 8. SEM image of the single polarization PCF with an effective area of ~700μm² [31] (left) and 2300μm² (right) [32].](image2)

Polarization-maintaining (PM) PCFs have also been developed by introducing stress elements. A PM 7-cell PCF with a mode area of ~700μm² was demonstrated in 2005 [31] (see left figure in Figure 8). The pitch Λ was 12.3μm with a d/Λ of 0.2. In the weakly guided PCFs, the polarization modes on slow and fast axis have different bend losses. This enables single-polarization operation where the polarization mode on the slow axis is still guided while polarization mode on the fast axis suffers high bend loss. Another single-polarization 19-cell
PCF was demonstrated in 2008 with a mode area of ~2300μm² (right figure in Figure 8) [32]. The corner-to-corner distance of the core was 70μm. The pitch Λ was 11μm with a d/Λ of 0.1.

3. Leakage channel fibers

A 2D micro-structured cladding, which is made possible by the stack-and-draw technique developed for photonic crystal fibers, enables new designs which do not possess the closed core-and-clad boundaries of conventional optical fibers. When a mode is guided in a conventional optical fiber, total internal reflection everywhere around the closed core-and-clad boundary, traps light entirely in the core, leading to zero waveguide loss. In designs with an open cladding, light can leak out, leading to finite waveguide loss associated with each mode. The waveguide loss is mode-dependent, providing opportunities for mode control by minimizing loss of the desired mode while maximizing loss of the unwanted modes. Leakage channel fibers (LCF) takes advantages of these new opportunities made possible by open cladding designs. A LCF can be precisely engineered to have high confinement loss for all higher order modes and low confinement loss for the fundamental mode and can, therefore, significantly extend the effective mode area of the fundamental mode. LCFs essentially exploit the increased ability of higher order modes to leak through small gaps in the cladding while maintaining good fundamental mode confinement.

3.1. Leakage channel fibers with air holes

The first LCF was demonstrated in 2005 [7]. It has a simple cladding design with air holes in the cladding [7]. The LCF is shown in in the left figure in Figure 9. The LCF had an outer diameter of ~270μm. The two smaller holes had a diameter of d=39.6μm and pitch Λ=51.2μm. The four larger holes had a diameter of d=46.0μm and pitch Λ=51.1μm. The passive LCF provided robust single-mode operation with a measured mode area of ~1417μm² (MFD=42.5μm). The most significant aspect of this work is that the LCF can be coiled down to 15cm with negligible loss penalty. This is a significant improvement over PCFs.

Figure 9. The LCF used in the first demonstration [7] (left), the first ytterbium-doped LCF (center) [33] and the first ytterbium-doped PM LCF (right) [34].
The first Ytterbium-doped LCF was demonstrated in 2006 [33] (see the middle figure in Figure 9). The fiber outer diameter was ~350μm and it was coated with a low index polymer to give a pump NA of 0.46. The average hole diameter was ~55μm and average pitch was ~67μm, giving an average d/Λ=0.82. The effective mode area was 3160μm$^2$ (MFD=63.4μm). Pump absorption was measured to be ~3.6dB/m at 976nm. Slope efficiency versus launched power was measured to be ~60% in a 5m long amplifier coiled at 40cm diameter. $M^2$ was measured to be ~1.3.

The first ytterbium-doped PM LCF was also demonstrated in 2006 [34] (see the right figure in Figure 9). A pair of boron-doped silica stress rods was used to replace two opposing air holes. The hole diameter was ~37μm. The effective mode area was ~1400μm$^2$ (MFD=42.2μm). The birefringence was measured to be ~2.1×10$^{-4}$ over 1010-1080nm. The LCF had an outer diameter of ~245μm and was coated with a low index polymer to give a pump NA of ~0.46. The pump absorption was ~2.6dB/m at 976nm. Slope efficiency versus launched power was measured to be ~60%. $M^2$ was measured to be ~1.2. The PM LCF could be coiled to 12cm diameter with negligible bend loss.

### 3.2. All-glass leakage channel fibers

High refractive index contrast is not necessary for large core fiber designs. Low refractive index contrast is sufficient and often advantageous for further limiting higher order mode propagation. Fluorine-doped silica can be used to replace air holes in the LCFs described in the last section. The all-glass LCFs can provide much improved ease of fabrication and use, compared with fibers with air holes.

Despite the fact that air is a readily available ingredient, there are a number of drawbacks related to the use of air holes in fibers. The first one is the difficulty in precisely controlling the dimension of air holes in fiber fabrication. This is an intrinsic problem of a holey structure due to the air hole’s tendency to collapse during fiber drawing. This is usually countered by a precise control of pressurization of the air holes, a process dependent on drawing conditions such as furnace temperature, feed rate, and drawing speed. When small air holes are desirable as in endless single-mode PCFs, higher pressure is required to maintain air hole dimensions due to the significantly increased tendency for the air holes to collapse by surface tension in this regime. This can make air hole dimensions to become highly sensitive to drawing conditions. This delicate balance of pressurization and collapse can lead to issues of controllability and repeatability in PCF fabrication. Air holes can also disturb smooth fracture wave propagation during fiber cleaving, leading to a poor cleaved surface due to the appearance of deep fractures behind the air holes, a problem often aggravated by large air holes and high cleaving tensions. In addition, air holes often have to be thermally sealed at the fiber ends to minimize environmental contamination. Mode distortion can occur from the air holes collapsing during splicing. This is especially true for large-mode-area fibers, which are much more susceptible to small perturbations.

A detailed analysis of all-glass LCFs was reported in [35]. For a LCF formed by one layer of features as shown in the inset of Figure 10, the core of diameter $2\rho$ is formed by six features with diameter $d$ and refractive index $n_f$. Center-to-center feature spacing is $\Lambda$. The refractive
index of the background glass, usually silica, is $n_b$. The fiber was studied by a multipole mode solver for the effect of index contrast $\Delta n = n_b - n_f$. For the simulation in Figure 10, the following parameters were used: $2\rho = 50$ μm, $d/\Lambda = 0.675$, and $n_b = 1.444$. The wavelength of the simulations was at 1.05μm. It can be seen from the left figure in Figure 10 that confinement loss for both fundamental, $\alpha_{FM}$, and second-order modes, $\alpha_{2nd}$, increases with a reduction of index contrast $\Delta n$, with the loss of the second-order mode, $\alpha_{2nd}$, remaining over an order of magnitude higher than the loss of the fundamental mode, $\alpha_{FM}$. The modal index difference, the difference between the effective mode indices of the fundamental and second modes, decreases toward low index with $\Delta n$ by just $\sim 40\%$ over three orders of magnitude change in $\Delta n$.

The effect of normalized hole diameter $d/\Lambda$ was also studied in [35] and is shown in the right figure in Figure 10 for confinement losses and the ratio of the second-mode loss to the fundamental-mode loss. The confinement loss for both the fundamental and second modes increases toward small $d/\Lambda$ with the loss ratio changing very little over the entire range of $d/\Lambda$, from 22 to 28. The normalized hole diameter $d/\Lambda$ is typically chosen to give an acceptable fundamental-mode loss. For LCFs with one layer of features as shown in Figure 10, the loss ratio of all-glass LCFs is very similar to that of an LCF with air holes. Slightly larger $d/\Lambda$ is, however, required for achieving a similar confinement loss.

LCFs with two layers of features can be used to further improve the differential confinement loss between the fundamental and second-order modes at the expense of bending performance. Acceptable fundamental-mode loss at smaller feature sizes can be realized in LCFs with two layers of features, while leakage of higher order modes is substantially increased by a reduction of feature size despite the additional layer of features. Higher differential loss between modes can therefore be realized. Since bending loss of the fundamental mode is very strongly dependent on feature size, a reduction of feature size increases the bend loss of the fundamental mode in LCFs. An LCF with two layers of features was studied in [35] and the results are shown in Figure 11. Both the fundamental mode and second-order-mode loss shows the characteristic increase at small $d/\Lambda$, while the loss ratio $\alpha_{2nd}/\alpha_{FM}$ is increased by over an order of magnitude compared to the one-layer designs in Figure 10. At $d/\Lambda = 0.548$, the

![Figure 10. Effect of index contrast on confinement loss and modal index difference for one-cladding-layer LCFs with $d/\Lambda=0.675$ and $2\rho=50\mu$m (left) and effect of $d/\Lambda$ on confinement loss and the loss ratio between the second-order mode and fundamental mode for LCFs with $\Delta n=1.2\times10^{-3}$ and $2\rho=50\mu$m (right) [35].](http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/58958)
fundamental-mode loss $\alpha_{FM} = 0.1$ dB/m, while the second-order-mode loss $\alpha_{2nd} = 48$ dB/m, a loss ratio $\alpha_{2nd}/\alpha_{FM}$ of $\sim 480$. A very high loss ratio $\alpha_{2nd}/\alpha_{FM}$ of $\sim 700$ is possible at $d/\Lambda = 0.62$.

Figure 11. Effect of $d/\Lambda$ on confinement loss and the loss ratio between the second-order mode and fundamental mode for an LCF with two layers of features, $\Delta n = 1.2 \times 10^{-3}$ and $2\rho = 50 \mu m$. [35].

A wide range of all-glass LCFs were fabricated from core diameters from 35$\mu m$ to well over 100$\mu m$ [35] (see Figure 12). All fibers were made with silica glass as the background glass and slightly fluorine-doped silica glass as the cladding features and coated with standard coating with index of 1.54. The refractive index difference between the background and the low index feature was $\Delta n = 1.2 \times 10^{-3}$. LCFs with both circular and hexagonal features were fabricated and tested. The conditions for the fabrication of LCFs with hexagonal features also created LCFs with a rounded hexagonal outline. Such a shape is known to be preferred for the pump mode mixing in a double clad fiber where the pump light propagates in a much larger cladding guide. All the fabricated LCFs in Figure 12 operated in the fundamental mode with a varying degree of bend loss performance. In general, bend loss increases rapidly with core diameter increase (see Figure 13). This effect is fundamentally related to the fact that the ability of guided modes to navigate a bend is related to how rapidly a mode can change its spatial pattern without breaking up while propagating, i.e. maintain adiabatic transition. As the mode gets larger, this ability to change diminishes very quickly due to larger Rayleigh range.
Figure 13. Cross section, measured mode and fiber details are given for the LCF with 101μm core, left inset, and the LCF with 183.3μm core, right inset. Measured bend loss for LCFs with various core diameters [36].

The LCF, shown on the top left inset in Figure 13, had 2ρ=101μm, and d/Λ=0.9. The effective mode area of the LCF was calculated to be 5117μm² (MFD=80.7μm). A length of the LCF ~6m long was loosely coiled in a 1m coil and the measured M² was M²ₓ=1.26 and M²ᵧ=1.29. The LCF, shown on the top right inset, had 2ρ=183.3μm, and d/Λ=0.8. A conventional single mode optical fiber of the same scale is also shown for comparison. The effective mode area of this LCF was calculated to be 15861μm² (MFD=142.1μm), a record effective mode area for single-mode operation. The Measured M² of a 1m straight fiber is M²ₓ=1.22 and M²ᵧ=1.23. Measured mode patterns at the output of the fibers are also shown in Figure 13.

3.3. Polarization maintaining all-glass leakage channel fibers

A PM all-glass LCF was first reported in [37] (see Figure 14). The passive all-glass PM LCF had a core diameter of 50μm. A high d/Λ=0.9 was used for a smaller critical bend radius. The LCF had a refractive index difference between the background and the low index feature of Δn=1.2×10⁻³. The low index features were made of slightly fluorine-doped silica. Two stress elements with a refractive index of ~13 × 10⁻³ below that of the background silica glass were used instead of the regular features on either sides of the core to provide birefringence. The fiber had an outer diameter of ~885μm and was coated with standard acrylic coating. The near field image measured with a single lens is shown in Figure 14(c) for the 1.8m long sample and in Figure 14(d) for the 30m sample. Due to the much higher d/Λ=0.9 used for this fiber, some bending was necessary for fundamental mode operation in a short length of this fiber. The output was robustly single mode in a 30m long sample of this passive LCF coiled in 40cm diameter coils (see Figure 14(d)). The critical bend radius for 1dB/m loss, expected to be ~11cm
by FEM simulation, matched very well to the 10.5cm measured. Polarization extinction ratio (PER) was characterized at the output of a 1.8m long sample to be >15dB over 1010-1100nm.

3.4. Characterization of mode losses in all-glass leaky channel fibers

Recently, fundamental and higher order mode losses have been characterized and compared to simulations based on the assumption of an infinite cladding [38]. A LCF with a ~50μm core diameter and a hexagonal cladding boundary (see Figure 15(a)) was spliced to a tunable source to ensure launch stability during the measurements. The passive LCF was coated with a low-index polymer to simulate a double-clad fiber with a pump NA of ~0.45. Power in various modes at the output was measured using the $S^2$ method [39]. The fiber was cut back several times to determine the propagation losses of various modes. The measurement was repeated at various coil diameters. The results are summarized in Figure 15(b) and show remarkable agreement between the measured and simulated losses of fundamental and higher-order modes. LP11 mode loss as high as ~20dB/m was measured, demonstrating the validity of the design. A similar LCF with a circular cladding boundary was also measured, showing significant less higher-order mode losses than those predicted by simulations. It is speculated that the coherent reflection at the circular cladding boundary played a significant role in enhancing the guidance of leaky higher-order modes in this case. It is, therefore, critical to have a non-circular cladding boundary to achieve the maximum possible higher-order mode losses.

3.5. Ytterbium-doped all-glass leakage channel fibers

An ytterbium-doped all-glass LCF with one layer of cladding features was also reported in [37]. The LCF was coated with a low index polymer, providing a pump NA of 0.45. This LCF had pump absorption of 11dB/m at ~976nm. The LCF also had $2\rho=52.7\mu m$ and $d/\Lambda=0.8$. This gives a simulated effective area of $1548\mu m^2$ at 1.05μm. The LCF has a rounded hexagonal shape and a flat-to-flat dimension of 254.2μm. The fiber was used to demonstrate amplification of 600ps pulses (with 600μJ pulse energy) to 1MW peak power.
Ytterbium double-clad all-glass LCFs with highly fluorine-doped silica as pump cladding were also demonstrated (see Figure 16) [37]. All-glass LCFs have no polymer in the pump path and have independent control of the fiber outer diameters and pump cladding dimensions. This, therefore, enables designs with smaller pump guides for higher pump absorption and, at the same time, with larger fiber diameters to minimize micro and macro bending effects, a much desired feature for large core fibers where intermodal coupling could be an issue due much increased mode density. Stress rods can also be added for PM LCFs (see Figure 16).

The LCFs had a refractive index difference between the background and the low index feature of $\Delta n=1.2\times10^{-3}$. The non-PM LCF (see the left figure in Figure 16) had an inner layer $d/\Lambda=0.8$ and outer layer $d/\Lambda=0.7$. It had a 47\,\mu m core diameter, a rounded hexagon pump guide with a dimension of 238\,\mu m by 256\,\mu m, a pump NA of 0.28, pump absorption of ~12\,dB/m, and an outer diameter of ~538\,\mu m coated with standard high index coating, shown as the outermost
layer in Figure 16(a). A 3.5m fiber coiled in 53cm diameter was used to demonstrate a slope efficiency of 75% in an amplifier [37]. A single stage gain of 33dB was demonstrated using this fiber. It was also used to directly amplify 15ps pulses to a peak power of ~1MW.

The PM LCF (see Figure 16(b)) had a core diameter of 80μm and had a fluorine-doped pump cladding, providing a pump NA of ~0.28. Low index features with an inner layer d/Λ of 0.8 and an outer layer d/Λ of 0.7 were used. This active PM LCF had a pump guide diameter of ~400μm (flat-to-flat), a fiber outer diameter of ~835μm, and was coated with standard acrylic coating. Pump absorption was estimated to be ~12dB/m. The mode field diameter was measured to be ~62μm. The fiber was used as an amplifier in a single coil 76cm in diameter with a length of straight section at each end, demonstrating a slope efficiency of ~74% and a maximum single-path gain in excess of 30dB [37]. It demonstrated direct amplification of 14.2ps pulses to 190kW peak power with pulse energy of 2.74μJ and negligible SPM spectral broadening. M² was measured to be below 1.35 for the entire output power range.
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**Figure 17.** (a) The ytterbium-doped LCF with an index depression in the core center, (b) measured near field intensity of the guided mode, (c) measured mode intensity distribution, (d) simulated effective mode area versus the index depression, and (d) measured laser output and near field patterns at various powers [40].

Recently, a flat-top mode has been demonstrated in an ytterbium-doped LCF with a ~50μm core by introducing an area ~30μm in diameter in the core center with a refractive index of ~2×10⁻⁴ lower than that of the background glass (Figure 17(a)) [40]. The flat-top mode (see Figure 17(b) and (c)) increased the effective mode area of the LCF from ~1200μm² to ~1900μm², a ~50% increase (see Figure 17(d)). The LCF also demonstrated near quantum-limited efficiency (see Figure 17(e)). Lasing wavelength was 1026nm and the pump was at 976nm.
4. Higher-order-mode fibers

The concept and demonstration of robust propagation of higher-order-modes (HOM) with large effective mode areas were first reported in 2006 [11]. It was argued that the stability of mode propagation in multimode fibers is critically dependent on the effective mode index difference between the propagating mode and its nearest neighbor anti-symmetric mode. This effective mode index difference is actually larger for the higher-order LP_{04}-LP_{07} modes than for the fundamental mode (see Figure 18). In addition, a long period grating (LPG), a fairly matured technology, can be used for broad band mode conversion to and from those higher-order LP_{0n} modes.

![Figure 18](image.png)

**Figure 18.** Effective index difference between nearest neighbor anti-symmetric mode versus $A_{eff}$. Top, near-field images of LPG-excited HOMs after >2m propagation with 7cm bend and with $A_{eff}$ ranging from 2100 to 3200μm^2 [11].

Mode coupling first requires phase-matching. Perturbations on the fiber need to provide a vector which equals the difference in the propagation constants of the two modes involved. The larger the mode index difference between the two modes, the larger is the wave vector required for phase matching. A large wave vector implies high spatial frequency and small spatial period. For a mode index difference of 1.5×10^-4, the required spatial period of the perturbation at 1.55μm is ~10mm. Due to geometric constraints, the spatial frequency distribution of perturbations on fibers usually cuts off at a certain upper frequency limit. This would
minimize mode coupling between modes with larger effective mode index differences. The second requirement for mode coupling is that the overlap integral among the two modes and the perturbation needs to be non-zero. This requires the perturbation to break up the mode orthogonality. Although it was not explicitly spelled out in [11], it was assumed that the perturbations on fibers are mostly anti-symmetric. In this case, mode coupling dominates between LP0n and its anti-symmetric counterpart LP1n modes in optical fibers.

The effective mode index difference for LP01, LP04, LP05, LP06 and LP07 modes with their nearest neighbor anti-symmetric modes are shown versus effective mode area in Figure 18 [11]. The near-field images of the measured HOM modes are shown at the top of in Figure 18 and in Figure 19. It is clear that the effective mode index difference is significantly larger for the LP04-LP07 modes than for the LP01 mode with the same effective mode area. The effective mode index difference also increases slightly for higher order LP0n modes with the same effective mode area. For the same fiber, the effective mode area is actually larger for lower-mode-order LP0n modes. The schematic of the proposed system is shown in Figure 20(a), where two identical LPGs are required for mode conversion from the LP01 mode to the LP07 mode and back to the LP01 mode. Robust propagation of the LP07 mode with an effective mode area of 2070μm² was demonstrated at 1600nm with the arrangement shown in Figure 19(c). The performance of the mode converter with high efficiency over broad bandwidth is shown in Figure 20(b). It was found that the LP07 mode suffered negligible bend loss at coil diameters down to 12cm. It was also found that modal stability increases with mode order. In a second paper [12], the effective mode areas of LP07 mode was simulated at various bend radii, showing stronger bend resistance than both LP01 and LP03 modes.

Recently, an erbium-doped HOM amplifier was demonstrated [41]. A small inner core was designed to have a LP11 mode MFD of 9μm, allowing for effective excitation of the LP11 mode when the HOM fiber was spliced to a single-mode fiber. Higher-order modes expanded to occupy the outer core. The LP010 mode had an effective mode area of 2700μm². Both the inner and the outer core were doped with erbium with absorption of ~30dB/m at 1530nm. The amplifier was both seeded at 1564nm and pumped at 1480nm in the LP010 mode. The pump was a Raman fiber laser.
The difference in effective index between nearest neighbor anti-symmetric modes at $\lambda=1564$ nm as a function of their effective area is plotted as points in Figure 21(a) for the LP$_{01}$ through LP$_{010}$ modes in the fiber. The LP$_{02}$ and LP$_{03}$ modes have a large $A_{\text{eff}}$, but small mode spacing. As the mode order increases, mode spacing increases too, while $A_{\text{eff}}$ decreases. Figure 21(b) shows the calculated intensity profiles at $\lambda=1564$nm for the LP$_{01}$ and LP$_{010}$ mode.

A narrow line width, external cavity laser was amplified to 50mW and combined with the high-power, single mode Raman fiber laser at 1480 nm in a single-mode pump/signal combiner. The output of the pump/signal combiner was fusion-spliced to the HOM fiber. The length of the amplifier fiber after the LPG was 2.68 m. The measured slope efficiency at 1564nm was 43.2%. Over 20dB of gain was demonstrated by the amplifier.
5. Chirally-coupled core fibers

A Chirally-coupled-core (CCC) fiber was first reported in 2007 [9]. The fiber had a large central core and a smaller side core wound around the central core in a helical fashion (Figure 22). The preform had two parallel cores and the fiber was spun during the draw to form the helical side core. In this first report, the central core had a diameter of 35μm and a NA of 0.07. The side core had a diameter of 12μm and NA of 0.09. Edge-to-edge core separation was 2μm. The helical pitch was 6.2mm. The fiber was measured to be single-mode at 1550nm over a short length of 25cm. It was multimode below 1500nm. The simulation predicted LP01 mode loss to be 0.3dB/m and all HOM loss to be >130dB/m for λ>1550nm. The fiber was also confirmed to be polarization-maintaining.

Figure 22. Structure of Chirally-coupled-core fiber [9].

The propagation of modes in the central core was affected by the coupling of modes between the central and side cores. The fiber was designed to operate where there was no fundamental mode coupling with modes in the side core. Higher-order modes in the central core were, however, coupled with the side core modes at the operating wavelength. The modes in the side core had high loss due to the tight bend from the helical arrangement. This led to high loss for the higher-order modes in the central core which were coupled to modes in the side core.

An ytterbium-doped CCC fiber was demonstrated in a subsequent paper [10]. The ytterbium-doped central core had a 33μm diameter and 0.06 NA. The undoped side core had a 16μm diameter and 0.1 NA. The helical pitch was 7.4mm and the edge-to-edge core separation was 4μm. The low index coating provided a pump NA of 0.47. The pump guide had a 250μm diameter. The measured pump absorption was 2dB/m at 915nm. The fiber demonstrated 75% slope efficiency at 1066nm in a laser configuration.

In a more recent paper [42], a more detailed theoretical analysis of quasi-phase-matching (QPM) assisted by spin and orbital angular momentum was given. For two LP modes LP_{l_1m_1} and LP_{l_2m_2}, QPM is achieved when

$$\beta_{1l_1m_1} \cdot \beta_{2l_2m_2} \sqrt{1 + K^2 R^2} = \Delta m K = 0$$

(2)
Figure 23. Calculation and measurement of quasi-phase-matching (QPM) for 1.5m-long CCC fiber sample. (a) Calculated loss for side-core LP_{11} and LP_{21} modes as a function of wavelength (top). (b) Calculated refractive indices of interacting modes and calculated QPM resonance positions. (c) Transmission of central core. (d) Simulated transmission of central core.
where $\beta_{l1m1}$ and $\beta_{l1m2}$ are the respective propagation constants of the two modes; $K=2\pi/\Lambda$; and $\Lambda$ is helical pitch. $\Delta m=\Delta l+\Delta s$; $\Delta l=\pm l_1\pm l_2$; $\Delta s=-2,-1,0,1,2$. The loss versus wavelength for the LP$_{11}$ and LP$_{21}$ modes in the side core is plotted in Figure 23(a) showing high loss for these modes in certain wavelength regimes. The mode indices of the LP$_{11}$ and LP$_{01}$ modes of the side core and LP$_{01}$ mode of the central core are plotted in Figure 23(b). It can be seen clearly that the LP$_{11}$ mode and LP$_{21}$ modes of the side core naturally phase-match to the LP$_{01}$ mode of the central core at ~1.22$\mu$m and ~0.81$\mu$m respectively. The QPM by angular momentum from the helical side core extends the phase matching to a number of other wavelengths determined by equation 2. These phase matching wavelengths are plotted in Figure 23(b) as red dotted vertical lines for the LP$_{11}$ mode of the side core and the LP$_{01}$ mode of central core coupling and blue dotted vertical lines for the LP$_{21}$ mode of side core and LP$_{01}$ mode of central core coupling. The measured transmission of the central core is plotted in Figure 23(c). The analysis of the CCC fiber can be simplified significantly in a helical coordination. The Maxwell equations keep the same form in the new coordination system, but the tenor form of permittivity and permeability needs to be transformed [42]. The resulting tenor does not have any $z$-dependence, which significantly simplifies the analysis. The simulated loss of various modes is shown in Figure 23(d), demonstrating that the narrow peaks in the transmission arise from coupling between the LP$_{01}$ mode in the central core and the LP$_{11}$ and LP$_{21}$ modes in the side core.

The high loss of the LP$_{01}$ mode in the central core at $\lambda>1.3\mu$m was not explained in the paper. It may be due to the angular momentum assisted coupling between LP$_{01}$ mode in the central core and LP$_{01}$ mode in the side core. This long wavelength cut-off has been used for the suppression of stimulated Raman scattering in fibers [43].

The higher loss for the higher-order-modes in the central core between 1-1.1$\mu$m in Figure 23(d) was not clearly explained either. For the LP$_{11}$ mode in the central core, one possible reason for its high loss is coupling to LP$_{21}$ mode of the side core through angular momentum-assisted QPM. Recently, a 60$\mu$m core CCC fiber was also demonstrated [44].

6. Photonic bandgap fibers

The guidance of light in a defect in a photonic bandgap fiber is based on fundamentally different principles compared to conventional optical fibers. In a conventional optical fiber, the core has a higher refractive index than that of the cladding. Light is guided through total internal reflection at the core-and-cladding boundary. In a photonic bandgap fiber, the photonic crystal cladding is designed to have photonic bandgaps, where there is an absence of modes propagating in the direction parallel to the fiber axis. Once a defect core is created within such a photonic crystal cladding, light is trapped to propagate only in modes of the defect core as it is forbidden to propagate in the cladding. This leads to significantly lower waveguide loss for the modes in the defect core within the cladding photonic bandgaps. This waveguide loss becomes zero when the photonic crystal cladding is infinite, but there is always a finite loss for practical fibers with finite cladding. This waveguide loss can, however, be significantly lowered by increasing the number of cladding layers.
One unique feature of photonic bandgap fibers is that the defect core always has a lower refractive index than that of the higher refractive index material in the cladding. This leads to the possibility of hollow-core photonic bandgap fibers (see Figure 24, left), where light is guided mostly in the air in the hollow-core of the fiber. These fibers have extremely low nonlinearities and are well suited for high power laser delivery. The second type of photonic bandgap fibers are made entirely of glass (see Figure 24, right). These all-solid photonic bandgap fibers have a cladding which consists of a background glass and nodes of slightly higher refractive index. The much lower refractive index contrast (typically just a few percent) in the photonic crystal cladding of the all-solid photonic bandgap fibers still allows photonic bandgaps for paraxial propagation. Another important feature of photonic bandgap fibers is that their transmission is highly wavelength-dependent, i.e. low loss is possible only within the photonic bandgaps of the photonic crystal cladding. This distributive spectral filtering along a fiber can be very useful for range of potential applications including use in fiber lasers at low gain regimes to minimize gain competition, the suppression of stimulated Raman scattering, etc.

Birks et al. clearly explained the origin of the modes in the photonic crystal cladding of an all-solid photonic bandgap fiber in [45]. The density of states (DOS) of modes in the photonic crystal cladding is represented by the shades of grey in Figure 25 [45]. The refractive index of the background glass is represented by the black horizontal line. It is the cut-off line for the modes guided in the cladding nodes. The bandgap regime is represented by the red area. The fundamental mode of the defect core is illustrated by the yellow lines. The modes in the photonic crystal cladding clearly originate from the guided modes of the nodes, which are also labeled at the top of the figure. Above the background index, the modes form relatively narrow bands. Below the background index, the bands of modes significantly broaden, due to strong coupling among nodes as a result of light becoming more spread into the background glass below cut-off. The guidance property can be easily understood once it is recognized that there is a simple analogue to conventional optical fibers [46]. The core index is simply the index of the background glass and the equivalent cladding index is the upper boundary of the photonic bandgap. The effective index of the modes in the defect core (see yellow lines in Figure 25) falls between the core and cladding indices as in conventional optical fibers.
One interesting application of ytterbium-doped all-solid photonic bandgap fibers is for the lasing of ytterbium at the long wavelength regime of 1150-1200nm [47]. It is normally difficult to lase in ytterbium-doped fibers at these extremely long wavelengths due to strong gain competition from the short wavelength regime of 1030-1070nm. The distributive spectral filtering in a photonic bandgap fiber can be used to minimize gain at short wavelengths, leading to efficient high power lasers in the extremely long wavelength regime.

In all-solid photonic bandgap fibers, a mode is guided only when it falls within the photonic bandgap of the cladding lattice. Guidance can therefore be highly mode-dependent. This provides great potential for creating designs that support only the fundamental mode, i.e. selective mode guidance. Mode area scaling to 20μm mode field diameter using all-solid photonic bandgap fibers was reported in [48]. Recently, all-solid photonic bandgap fibers with up to ~700μm² effective mode area have been demonstrated operating in the first bandgap [49, 50]. More recently, a fiber with a core diameter of ~55μm and an effective mode area of
920μm² at coil diameter of 50cm was demonstrated (see right figure in Figure 24). The fiber operates in the third bandgap with transmission shown in Figure 24(6). At 70cm coil diameter, a 5m fiber showed HOM contents below 25dB (see Figure 26(b) and (c)). At the design coil diameter of 50cm, HOM content was below -30dB [51].

Recently, an ytterbium-doped all-solid photonic bandgap fiber with ~50μm core diameter has also been demonstrated (Figure 27(a)) [52]. The fiber demonstrated high efficiency and excellent mode quality (see Figure 27(b) and (c)). The fiber also demonstrated robust single-mode behavior near the short wavelength edge of the bandgap by monitoring the output when moving away from the optimum launch condition (see Figure 27(d)). This is exactly expected from the dispersive nature of the photonic bandgap cladding.

7. Conclusions

In this chapter, we have briefly introduced a number of emerging fiber technologies for mode area scaling for fiber lasers. These new technologies are critical for the further power scaling
of fiber lasers. The basic principles of these technologies were introduced and the latest developments were discussed. This is still a very active area of research. With further development, there is great potential to significantly improve throughput and expand the capabilities of fiber lasers for use in manufacturing, as well as to meet future defense needs.
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